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On God Language - Parashat Ekev, 5773/2013 

Delivered by Rabbi Noah Arnow, July 27, 2013 

 

 This is the first sermon of mine I can remember that’s really based on a question a 

congregant has asked me.  Last Shabbat, I was speaking about the Shema, and I was reading 

something that referred to God as “He,” and I through in a parenthetical remark about how 

God is neither he nor she. At Kiddush, Gloria Back thoughtfully suggested that I give a sermon 

about that, so here goes.   

 Judaism, is, famously, monotheistic—we believe in just one God, and not separate male 

and female divine figures, as many ancient religions posited.  Hebrew, like many languages, 

however, is a gendered language.  The masculine form is the general form.  The feminine form 

is only used when there is one women or a group of women exclusively.  If there are many 

women and one man, in Hebrew, a male form is still used.  And it’s very difficult, if not 

impossible to use gender neutral language in Hebrew—there’s no it, there’s just him or her.  So, 

whenever using a pronoun to talk about God, that pronoun is, by default, always male.   

 It’s not only the pronouns and the grammar in Hebrew that suggest a masculine gender 

for God.  So many of the dominant images in the Torah are masculine images.  Lord, Shepherd, 

Father, King, Guardian, Father of mercy.  God does, of course, have a feminine manifestation as 

well—as the Shekhina, the female indwelling or presence of God.  But even when speaking 

about that, in the Amidah, for example, we say המחזיר שכינתו לציון—Who causes His 

Shekhina—His female presence—to return to Zion.  And there are of course, plenty of 

genderless images of God too—source of peace (Mekor Shalom), Rock, Redeemer… there are 

dozens and dozens.  But my sense is that the dominant ones we use are masculine.   

 And when we speak about God in English, the pronouns we usually use are masculine 

ones.  We slip all too easily into He and His.  Early Childhood and Hebrew School teachers often 

use masculine pronouns.  When I asked my son Caleb, who is six, is God is male or female, he 

said, “I don’t know.”  Then I asked him what we usually say, and he said “male.”  When I asked 

him why, he said, “God sounds like a boy’s name.”   Which it does by the way—Gad was one of 

the sons of Jacob, one of the twelve tribes.   

 For us, intentionally or not, we often speak about God using masculine words and 

images.  As I see it, there are a couple of problems with this.  The first problem is theological.  

God is neither a man nor a woman.  Rather, as one scholar has put it, “All expressions used in 

the religions enterprise are, in the long run, analogous and metaphorical.  Every statement 

contains a bracketed “as if” or “as it were.”  Statements about god should not be taken literally.  

They do not exhaust the possibilities at all. Rather, they are the most adequate expressions 

available within current idioms—linguistic conventions that function as tools, used to point to 

that which transcends language.”   
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 So, every time speak about God, we are not exactly being accurate because God all 

expressions are metaphors, approximations, and none is adequate to describe God.  And when 

we speak about God as male, we are using a metaphor which is not, literally, true.  This all be 

fine if every time we spoke about God we included a disclaimer about all this being 

metaphorical, but the problem is that that raises God from something personal to an 

abstraction.  The purpose of a metaphor is to make something obscure clear, to make more 

understandable something hard to grasp.  And when we undermine and undercut our use of 

metaphors, the metaphors themselves become less useful.  If before we daven avinu malkeinu, 

we remind ourselves that God’s not really our father or our king, that’s just a metaphor, we’ve 

just erased the meaning from avinu malkeinu.   

 So it may not be healthy for a prayer life, for an inner spiritual life, to be guarding 

against taking metaphors as reality.  But, then, we might start taking metaphors literally, and 

when those metaphors are dominantly male, we begin to internalize the idea that God is male.  

For some of us, that may be fine.  For others of us, however, we may bristle at either the idea 

that God can have a gender, or that the gender God “has” is male.  This is a fully egalitarian 

synagogue today—men and women participate equally in all shul matters, both in ritual and 

governance.  But we are still excluding women every time we call God “He.”  We are excluding 

women and femaleness from being the role models, the exemplars, that we, who strive to 

imitate God and, as our parasha commands us this Shabbat, ללכת בדרכיו, to walk in God’s ways.  

When God is male, God’s ways are masculine and male, and not female or feminine.  To me, 

this is a loss, of so many important ways to connect and relate to God.    

 So what are our options?   

 The status quo, the way things are, is always an option.  Some of us may be comfortable 

and happy with the ways we speak about God, and that is really ok.   

 Another option is to begin to include more feminine language when speaking about 

God.  There are siddurim that change the Hebrew, for example from ברוך אתה ה'  to רוכה את ב

 making blessed are you, Adonai—in the feminine, changing Adonai too, from my Lord to—יה

Yah, which is a less gendered name of God.   

 And I will say, for those of us with a sensitivity to Hebrew, if you try to restate the words 

of the Amidah, in a few moments, into the feminine, it’s both hard and unfamiliar and strange, 

but from having tried to do this this past week, I realized just how much the masculine 

grammar of the Hebrew has become my normal, and how refreshing and challenging it is to just 

change the genders of the Hebrew words, from melech to malka—king to queen.  Try that, 

during your personal Amidah now, as an experiment.   

 But as a community, for Beth El, this is not a suitable answer—the words of the Hebrew 

are too sacrosanct, too fixed and immutable in our books, in our hearts, in our melodies, on our 

lips, for us to do anything other than tinker with in the tiniest, most unnoticeable ways.   
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 The solution I am left with is to play and experiment in my own personal prayers with 

different genders and ideas, and also with no genders.  A friend of mine, Rabbi Michael Knopf, 

told me that his teacher Rabbi Brad Artson suggested that every time while davening you come 

to God’s name, you leave it unsaid, and just be silent for a moment, to change the way we think 

about the names we use for God, and the experience of saying them.   

 As a community, we will not change the Hebrew, so as to retain the familiar in so many 

ways.  But what I want to challenge myself to do is to speak about God without any gender, and 

when translating texts, only translate God as gendered when it’s relevant to the interpretation.  

So you will, I hope, almost never hear me refer to God in the masculine (or the feminine), and if 

I do, call me on it.   

 The purpose of all this sensitivity to God-language, I remind you, is to enable us to speak 

about and to God in ways that are more honest, more healthy, more egalitarian, and more true.   

 Shabbat shalom.   


